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Abstract

Multi-character recognition in arbitrary photographs on mobile platform is diffi-
cult, in terms of both accuracy and real-time performance. In this paper, we focus
on the domain of hand-written multi-digit recognition. Convolutional neural net-
work (CNN) is the state-of-the-art solution for object recognition, and presents
a workload that is both compute and data intensive. To reduce the workload, we
train a shallow CNN offline, achieving 99.07% top-1 accuracy. And we utilize pre-
processing and segmentation to reduce input image size fed into CNN. For CNN
implementation on the mobile platform, we adopt and modify DeepBeliefSDK to
support batching fully-connected layers. On NVIDIA SHIELD tablet, the applica-
tion processes a frame and extracts 32 digits in approximately 60ms, and batching
the fully-connected layers reduces the CNN runtime by another 12%.

1 Introduction

With the large number of the hand-written documents, there is a great demand to convert the hand-
written documents into digital record copies, which are more accessible through digital systems,
such as digital forms and databases. To automatically accomplish the transformation from hand-
written numbers to their digital version, multi-digit recognition is inevitable and useful.

Convolutional neural network (CNN) is a state-of-the-art image recognition technique in the com-
munity. Prior researches have shown single digit recognition can achieve less than 1% error rate
[1, 2, 3, 4] using CNN. For Multi-digit recognition, there are studies about recognizing house num-
bers, vehicle VIN numbers and so on [5, 6]. However, to our best knowledge, multi-digit recognition
using CNN on mobile device has not been well studies.

A mobile solution has many advantages for this problem, as it is portable, cheap, and has friendly
interface for scanning the documents. However, besides the general requirement for high accuracy
and robustness over environment changes, the mobile platform has its own constraints, such as
real-time responses, limited memory resources. In particular, running CNN on mobile has been a
challenging problem, since a traditional CNN often requires a humongous mount of memory.

Although having a powerful server at the back-end to process and recognize the images can greatly
reduce the computation of the client, the solution suffers from an extra network latency and requires
a reliable network connection. Therefore, it will still be preferred to have a client-based solution. In
order to achieve the performance requirements on the mobile client, we optimize our system in the
following ways:
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• Segmenting digit patches. We reduce the computation in the recognition step by prepro-
cessing and segmenting the digit from the original images, and only feed the digit patches
to the CNN for recognition.

• Simple CNN architecture. Compared with the state-of-the-art deep CNNs [7, 8, 9] which
are designed for complex object recognition, we build a shallow network with fewer kernels
and train it just for hand-written digit recognition. The simple CNN requires much less
memory and runs fast on mobile, and yet our result shows that it can still achieve similar
accuracy – less 1% error rate.

• Batching fully-connected layers. Batching the computation the fully-connected layer for
several images trades off the computation efficiency against the single image latency. The
latter is not important for our multi-digit recognition task, where we aim at the low latency
of recognizing all the digits in the frame. Therefore, we implement batched fully-connected
layer for our CNN, which has more parameter reuse and better cache locality.

Our results show that with a relatively shallow CNN, we can achieve 99.07% top-1 accuracy for
single digit recognition on MNIST dataset [10]. By using the above optimization approaches, we
can process a frame and extract 32 digits in approximately 60ms. Batching fully-connect layer
reduces the CNN runtime by another 12%.

2 Related work and contribution

2.1 Related work

Convolution neural network has shown it strong capability for several computer vision problems.
Many CNN implementations have focused on recognizing a single object in a queried image [9, 8,
11]. Our problem targets at recognizing multiple objects in a single pass, since a number contains
multiple digits, and people could write multiple numbers on the same document as well.

Some early work used Spatial Displacement Neural Network (SDNN) combined with Hidden
Markov Model to recognize the digits in a string [12]. However, the full string is fed into the
neural network, which will still be computationally intensive for mobile devices. In addition, for
multiple number strings, the system has to run more than one passes. The recent implementations
used Recurrent Neural Network, where the output gets updated based on the recognition result of a
latest feed-in slice of the image [13]. This can achieve good performance on a powerful machine,
but still subject to the above issues.

Google integrated localization and segmentation steps with deep convolutional neural network to
recognize multi-digit numbers in street view and achieved high accuracy [5]. However, this requires
the training dataset to have multi-digit in a single image, and suffers from large computation work-
load. In our approach, we segment the digit patch at first to reduce the computation workload for
recognition, and the output of each digit patch is combined at the end.

Batching is well-known optimization to speedup runtime and improve cache locality for neural net-
works (NN). A recent work has investigated batching NN for speech recognition and the trade-off
of the throughput against latency increase [14]. The result shows that NN on CPU achieves compa-
rable performance to GPU, when batching all the layers to convert the linear computation to matrix
multiplication. In a CNN, however, the fully-connected layers are only connected at the end of
the network, and convolutional layers do not benefit from batching. Instead, batching will increase
cache usage and deteriorate cache locality. Therefore, we use steaming in convolutional layer, and
batching in fully-connected layer.

2.2 Contribution

In this project, we make the following contributions:
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• We build an mobile application that can recognize multiple hand-written digits in a single
pass and report the numbers. It works under different light conditions, and different pen
drawings.

• We build and train a custom CNN network offline, achieving high validation accuracy. We
modified the DeepBeliefSDK to support our CNN architecture on the mobile platform.

• We adapted several optimization techniques to speedup the application, including segment-
ing digit patches, batching fully-connected layers. We also provide a comprehensive anal-
ysis about the application performance.

3 Technical approach

3.1 System pipeline

As introduced in Section 1, mobile application is subject to the limited memory and low latency
requirement, we adapt several techniques to overcome those limitations. The multi-digit recognition
process consists of:

• Preprocess image to grey scale, and use Canny edge detection to locate the digits so that
we can only amplify digits and set the background to all black to reduce noise, .

• Segment digit patches with using contour finder and rescale it to 28×28, which is used for
recognition. Besides, the system also computes which digits belong to the same number
based on the position of digits.

• Recognition of the digit from each patch using CNN. The CNN is trained off-line, and
parameters is preloaded to mobile devices. We batch multiple images in fully-connected
layer to speed-up the CNN computation.

3.2 Preprocessing

Users are required to take photos of hand-written numbers on light-colored paper or board. However,
with the real world lighting, the shadows and specular highlights make it difficult to segment and
recognize the digits directly. For example, in Figure 1(a), the intensity values of the digits are close to
the shadow, so applying a global threshold to image cannot segment the digits from the background
effectively. We address the issue by first running a preprocessing procedure on the taken image. We
found the preprocessing step useful since it can eliminate the noise comes with the paper and light
and only amplify the digits.

In the preprocessing, Canny edge features computed on the image are fed into contour finder to
draw the bounding box of each feature. The result of the bounding box is shown in Figure 1(b). To
improve the speed of preprocessing step, the input image is resized to 640×480 at the beginning,
and the color is also inverted, converting the light-colored background to dark.

Next, we threshold pixels inside the bounding boxes using the threshold value computed according
to the following equation:

threshold = mean + standard derivation/2 (1)

To ensure the threshold value is independent of the margin size, the mean and standard derivation is
computed by all the pixels inside the bounding boxes rather than all pixels. We found the heuristic
works effectively with different testing environments. The image after preprocessing is shown in
Figure 1(c).
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(a) Example test image (b) Bounding box of Canny edge features

(c) Image after preprocessing (d) Bounding box of numbers to be segmented

(e) Segmented digit patch

Figure 1: Input and intermediate image in preprocess and segmentation steps
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128

F6 (Output): 
10

Figure 2: CNN Architecture

3.3 Segment digit patch

Even with image resized to 640 × 480, the image is still too large for recognition. Besides, users
may want to write multiple numbers on the same page, it is useful to figure out which digits consist
each number in a single pass. Therefore, segmentation step is introduced to the pipeline to resolve
both issues.

We segment the image in two steps, first to find the bounding box for each number, next to segment
each digit inside the bounding box. In the first step, we use the contour finder to locate each digit and
draw bounding box around each digit, then by computing and comparing the positions of digits, we
merge bounding boxes of digits that belong to the same number. The result is shown in Figure 1(d).
In the second step, we scan through the merged bounding box from left to right, using the space
(empty column) between each digit, we segment the digit patch. The digit patch is resized to 28×28
so it is compatible with the CNN input size. The segmented digit patch is presented in Figure 1(e).

3.4 Digit recognition using CNN

After the digit segmentation, the original image is slided and rescaled into 28×28 image patches
of individual digits. The patches are fed into a CNN also for recognition. We use a custom CNN
architecture, consisting of two convolutional layers (C1 and C3), two max pooling layers (S2 and
S4) and two fully-connected layers (F5 and F6), as depicted in Figure 2. The output of F2 is passed
to a 10-way softmax, which produces a probability distribution over ten labels (i.e. ‘0’-‘9’).

The first convolutional layer (C1) filters the 28×28 input grayscale image with 8 kernels of size
5×5, while the second convolutional layer (C3) filters the down-sampled 14×14×8 feature maps
with 16 kernels of size 5×5×8. Both convolutional layers use a unit stride. Down-sampling occurs
at layer S2 and S4 by applying 2×2 non-overlapping max pooling. Finally, the two fully-connected
layers, F5 and F6, have 128 and 10 neurons, respectively.

The dimensions (e.g convolution windows size, layer counts, kernel counts, etc.) of the network are
similar to LeNet-5 [12], which is an early CNN for hand-written digit recognition, though we use
one less fully-connected layer. However, we use simpler yet more popular components to construct
the network. For example, ReLU nonlinear function [15] is used at the output of the convolutional
and fully-connected layers, which is much efficient to compute than the sigmoid or the hyperbolic
tangent functions and also proved to be trained faster for the same accuracy [9].

3.4.1 Offline training

We build and train the CNN architecture shown in Figure 2 offline using Python. We use MNIST
[10] as our training dataset. After converted from the big endian format using MATLAB, each input
image is a 28× 28 digit patch with grey background and white digit. We compute the mean image,
and subtract each image with the mean image to form our final input patch. As the input patch is
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Figure 3: CNN layer runtime breakdown on x86 with SSE. The most computation intensive layers
are the convolutional layers (C1 and C3) and the first fully-connected layer (F5).

single channel with only one object in the center, we did not perform any data augmentation on it.
To speedup the training process and to reduce overfitting, we insert a dropout layer between F5 and
F6 layer, with dropout rate 0.5. With setting the initial point as 0.01, and batching 100 images, we
explore different learning rate and regularization. We found at learning rate 5e−4, regularization
5e−3, the best model can achieve 99.07% validation accuracy after training 5 epochs.

3.4.2 Mobile implementation

Implementing CNN on mobile platform can be challenging given the relatively low CPU perfor-
mance and the limited memory resources. In this project, we build our CNN based on DeepBe-
liefSDK [16], an open source CNN framework for mobile platforms. DeepBeliefSDK is imple-
mented in highly optimized C++ code, where convolution operations are transformed to general
matrix-matrix multiplications (GEMM), with support for several GEMM libraries. For android plat-
form, it makes use of Eigen library [17] for the NEON-optimized GEMM implementation.

DeepBeliefSDK is originally built for AlexNet [9], but the modularity of the framework allows us
to largely re-use the code. Since our CNN use the same layer components (i.e. convolutional, fully-
connected, ReLU, max pooling and softmax layers) as AlexNet, we construct the network manually
by calling the internal functions and the class methods in DeepBeliefSDK. We later save the network
in DeepBeliefSDK’s standard file format, which allows our main application to use the framework
through DeepBeliefSDK library API. Since our CNN is relatively shallow and narrow, we don’t
compress our network parameters (mostly 32-bit float weights) but dump them directly into a binary
file, which ends up to be 426 kB.

For the baseline CNN implementation, besides some modifications to adapt the input image size,
we use the same library API originally defined in DeepBeliefSDK. We first compiled the DeepBe-
liefSDK library together with Eigen library on x86 platform with multi-threading disabled. Figure 3
shows the CPU time breakdown of each layers of the CNN. The most computation intensive layers
are the convolutional layers (C1 and C3) and the first fully-connected layer (F5), which consume
28%, 50%, and 13% of the total runtime, respectively.

3.4.3 Batching CNN

The last few layers of a CNN (F5 and F6 in our CNN) are usually fully connected layers, which are
often implemented as a vector-matrix multiplication (e.g. in DeepBeliefSDK). While this is optimal
in terms of the latency of recognizing a single image, it is inefficient for our multiple image recog-
nition tasks. By batching the computation of the fully connected layer for several images, we can
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Figure 4: CPU runtime of the fully connected layer F5 batching 1, 4, 16, and 64 images. The
runtime is normalized by the corresponding runtime of the baseline implementation. The more
images batched, the greater speedup is achieved.

replace several vector-matrix multiplications with the more efficient matrix-matrix multiplication,
which can take advantage of CPU caching the layer weights [14].

Figure 4 illustrates the benefit of batching fully-connected layer computation. Generally, the more
images batched at the fully-connected layer, the greater speedup is achieved through batching. For
our CNN architecture, batching 4, 16, and 64 images at layer F5 reduce the total runtime of the F5
computation by 55%, 66% and 77%, respectively, compared to the baseline. We implement this
batch mode execution in DeepBeliefSDK as an option for running CNN.

4 Experiments

4.1 Build method

The main image processing pipeline, including preprocessing, segmentation and CNN, is imple-
mented in C++ and built using Android NDK 10d [18], while the application UI uses Android SDK
API 21 [19] and OpenCV java library [20]. The C++ code depends on two libraries, OpenCV and
our modified DeepBeliefSDK. We use a prebuilt OpenCV 2.4 library from Tegra Android Develop-
ment Pack [21], which is optimized for NVIDIA Tegra devices including our target device, NVIDIA
SHIELD tablet. We build the DeepBeliefSDK with Eigen library using NDK with NEON optimiza-
tion. We turn off multi-threading optimization in Eigen library for more consistent performance
analysis.

Our project source code is available at https://github.com/jingpu/MDig.

4.2 Android UI demonstration

After entering the application, user can take a photo of any hand-written numbers (Figure 5(a)). If
the user confirm to continue digit recognition with the taken picture (Figure 5(b)), the result will
appear in the next dialog box (Figure 5(c)).

A video demo is available at https://youtu.be/X_cULsdAH1o. The video consists of a
set of three tests, which demonstrates MDig’s ability to recognize 10 different digits and multiple
number strings, and the robustness over different types of pens.
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(a) Capture mode (b) Confirmation screen

(c) Recognition result

Figure 5: Screenshots of MDig Android UI.
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Figure 6: Runtime breakdown between stages with variant number of digits per frame.

4.3 Performance analysis

For the performance analysis, we prepare a set of pre-taken pictures containing 1, 2, 4, 8, 16 and 32
digits. Then we feed each picture to the image processing pipeline of MDig on SHIELD tablet with
the camera funtion disabled. We measure the pre-process CPU time for several time, and take the
average.

Figure 6 illustrates the runtime of each stage of the pipeline scaled with the number of digits in the
frame. The CNN stage runtime scales linearly proportional to the number of digits in the frame,
since the CNN is called once for each digit in the baseline implementation. The preprocessing
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stage scales slowly with the number of the digits because the Canny edge detection is a per-frame
operator and runs for about 5ms. The segmentation stage is very efficient and only operates on small
bounding boxes, so it runs much faster compared to the other two stages.

Figure 6 also shows the performance of the batched CNN stage, in which the intermediate feature
maps for each input image are batched before the the fully-connected layer F5 and F6, and the fully-
connected layers run as decribed in Section 3.4.3. For the frame containing 32 digits, the batched
CNN is 12% faster than the baseline CNN. The speedup of running CNN in batch mode is limited
by the ratio of the fully-connected layer compution to the total compution, since the convolutional
layers run exactly the same. In our case, the portion of the fully-connected layer computation is 15%
as shown in Figure 3. We expect the batching optimization to be more effective for any CNNs using
relative larger fully-connected layers.

5 Conclusions

In this project, we demonstrate a mobile application, MDig, which recognizes multiple digits and
number strings in the frame using a custom convolutional neural network. To implement the CNN
on the mobile platform, we consciously design a shallow and narrow network, which still achieves
99.07% validation accuracy on MNIST dataset after carefully training. We apply two additional
optimizations, digit segmentation and batched fully-connected layer of CNN, to further improve the
real time performance. On the target device, NVIDIA SHIELD tablet, MDig processes a frame and
extract 32 digits in about 60ms. The batched CNN optimization reduce the CNN runtimes by 12%.
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